Optimizing SAP®
Accounts Payable
Increase efficiency, reduce costs, and reduce errors

According to Aberdeen’s April 2010 study, Invoicing
and Workflow: Transforming Process Automation
into Operational Cost Control, it was found that
Best-in-Class companies were able to achieve lower
invoice processing costs which, on average, were 76%
better (lower) than their peers. Moreover, these topperforming companies were found to have 83% faster
invoice processing cycle time than their peers.

Business Challenge
n
n

n

Low productivity of AP operations
Non-compliance due to inadequate control
of AP processes
Poor vendor relations

Business Solution
n

Optimize AP through elimination of paper, process
automation, analytics, monitoring and fast access
to information.

Business Value

For most companies, invoice processing requires too much manual effort, causing a drain
on resources internally and for the vendor involved. Manual processing and resolution
efforts involve time-consuming historical research, communication with the vendor,
process documentation, requests for additional information from multiple parties,
manual routing, and the labor-intensive process of monitoring and providing update
reports on the status of invoices.
Invoice processing generally follows the 80/20 rule—eighty percent of problems come
from 20 percent of the invoices processed. These problem invoices require substantial
enterprise effort from Accounts Payable (AP), Procurement and Receiving to resolve. Where
invoices without purchase orders are excessive, the approval process often requires
multiple human touch points as well as frequent rework. Examples of invoice problems
include incorrect or incomplete meta data; errors with coding of cost center / general
ledger account for non-PO invoices; insufficient approvals; duplicates; discrepancies
in quantity, price, or date; freight mismatch; special tax conditions; and PO allocation
errors. All of these conditions lead to invoice management problems that require time
and resources to remedy.

Address the challenge

n

Increased productivity

n

Full transparency of liabilities

The challenge for Accounts Payable is to improve the efficiency of AP operations, while
avoiding errors like duplicate payments and ensuring on-time payments to earn the
best possible payment terms from vendors.

On-time payment of invoices secures discounts
and improves vendor relation

Increase productivity

n

When problematic invoices are processed, Procurement, AP and vendors have to focus
efforts on non-productive activities such as manual research of paper invoices, problem
querying and manual routing. To optimize AP, these non-productive tasks must be
eliminated. Time-consuming tasks, such as answering calls from vendors and purchasers
about the status of an invoice or order, can be eliminated through timely processing of
invoices combined with detailed analytics. Vendor notification is enhanced through a
combination of SAP portals and e-notifications, which reduces the burden on AP staff
and improves vendor relationships. Another important key to productivity is to eliminate
paper as soon as possible. Scanned images of paper invoices and electronically billed
invoices are available online to all process participants at all times. When combined
with an optical character recognition (OCR) functionality to capture the invoice header
and line item data, data entry time can be virtually eliminated.

Reduce cycle times
Invoice exceptions must be processed much more quickly. Automated classification
and routing combined with online collaboration speeds the process of obtaining
approvals and resolving issues. This allows for prompt and accurate payments.
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Manage the review and
approval process

Control and automate exceptions handling, aging and escalation to reduce cost per transaction.

Leverage pre-configured Shorten implementation time and reduce deployment costs using pre-configured workflow steps that have robust,
workflow steps
extensible baseline functionality.
Automate invoice
routing and sorting

Design workflow steps to sort and route invoices based on user roles, authorization rules and predefined timelines.

Drill down to invoice
information

Access applications, content and history using an intuitive list with buttons that drill down into the original invoice
image, purchase order, goods receipt and invoice information.

Classify invoices
automatically

Classify problem invoices automatically for further action as “blocked” or “parked”. Classification determines next steps
in the processing cycle and triggers the sending of various degrees of escalation notices

Route invoices

Route invoice exceptions according to classifications and established business rules and policies. Workflow policies
determine where invoices are routed and what approvals or next steps are required.

Monitor status and
sends notification

Monitor where invoices stand in the payment process. The process design ensures conformance with standard
operating procedures and corporate governance. The individual details of each approval process are documented and
available in the event of future litigations.

Make all invoices
electronic

Include invoices in electronic form, whether email, scanned, faxed or delivered via IDoc. Our AP solutions can be linked
with advanced imaging solutions such as indexing, automated duplicate checking and OCR.

View invoice history

Receive information about past invoices, including detailed invoice history and past payment information

Resolve disputes

Use the AP solution when dealing with invoice disputes to request additional information, receive status of orders, send
notification of cancelled invoices and collaborate with other AP staff

Lower costs
Companies can take advantage of discounts for on-time or early
payment. Investments in enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
are preserved and leveraged to provide additional services at minimal
expense. Duplicate payments can be avoided on an automated basis.
Individuals once over burdened with activities that do not add value
can now turn their attention to root-cause analysis and continuous
process improvements. A system-driven, efficient AP process
provides the opportunity to refocus the effort of AP staff on valueadded activities. For example, AP staff will be able to handle activities
such as acquisitions and mergers without additional resources.

Protect the organization from liquidity problems
On-time payment of invoices is the basis of a good credit rating.
A poor credit rating not only increases credit costs, but may also
damage the corporate reputation and result in unfavorable terms
and conditions. Achieving on-time payment requires an up-to-date
overview of all liabilities so that cash management can be optimized.
Since the working capital calculation includes liabilities, maintaining
control and visibility over invoices not paid on the first pass
becomes a high priority.

Accounts Payable optimization with
OpenText Solutions
Invoices, delivery notes and orders were the first document types that
proved the value of archiving. Removing the paper from the process
is the first important step in increasing AP productivity. AP solutions
from OpenText address this through integration with OpenText
Invoice Capture Center (ICC), the OCR engine. However, invoice
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management is more than archiving invoices. Processes are needed
to guide AP staff through the steps that require their intervention:
indexing, matching, completing, coding, verifying and approving.
OpenText has more than fourteen years of experience in AP
optimization and industry best practices are embedded in our products
as a result. System-driven business rules drive the process, while
capturing a very granular audit trail both during and after the process
completion. At the same time, our solutions also provide the flexibility
to step out of standardized processes to handle exceptions.

Unlock the Enterprise Content Management (ECM)
potential of your SAP investment
AP solutions from OpenText leverage your investments in SAP
software. They are built on top of SAP Business Workflow and can
be displayed in different user interfaces, including SAP GUI and SAP
web-based front ends. Having all configuration information, including
ICC, stored in SAP minimizes the impact on infrastructure and results
in a low total cost of ownership. In addition, our advanced imaging
technology makes it easy to work with electronic documents.
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